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Abstract: There are so much daily routine application where the SMS is being used including medical purpose,
banking purpose and any other mobile purpose. Forwarding an SMS is one of the cheapest, fastest and simple method.
When we delegates message from one cell phone to another cell phone, the data contained in the message transmit as a
vanilla text (unencrypted text). Consistently this data contained in the message may be arcane (private) like bank
account number, identification key, and license number and so on, and it is an extreme trouble to transfer such data
through message until the traditional message courtesy dose not supply (give) encryption to the data contained in the
SMS before its transmission.
Keywords: Vanilla Text, Arcane, Elliptic Curve cryptography, symmetric encryption, Asymmetric encryption,
Public key cryptography.
I. INTRODUCTION
The SMS courtesy has become one of the breakneck and
strongest communication channel to convey the
information all over the world. The SMS courtesy will be
completing 22 years on December 3 2014 .The world
aboriginal (first) SMS was delegated by Neil papworth
from united kingdom from Vodafone network. The GSM
and SMS standard were primarily developed by ETSI.
ETSI stands for European telecommunication standard
institute [1] .Message are delegated as a vanilla text
between the MS and SMS centre using wireless network.
The SMS information is already gathered (saved) in the
system of the network operator and this data can be easily
perceive by their personnel. Because of this problem
encryption is important for every SMS which is being
delegate through the network operator. . Sometimes we
transfer the private information like password, banking
details to our family member, colleagues and service
provider through a SMS.But traditional message courtesy
does not give encryption to the data contained in the SMS
before its transmission.
II. RELATED WORK
Until now, distinct authors have proposed various
techniques to give security to the delegated messages. An
implementation of public key cryptosystem for SMS in
mobile phone network has been presented in java based
public key infrastructure for SMS messaging. A secure
SMS is considered to provide mobile commerce services
presented in paper a high security framework for SMS and
is based on public key cryptography [2].
An author design an application for secure extensible and
efficient SMS transmission .This application is allow
exchanging the message between two pears by using
public key cryptography [3].
Next application design by the new author called the
SSMS. This new application design for achieves the better
security than the previous one. This application is used for
payment system. For generate the key in this application
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used the elliptic curve cryptography. This application
provides the low bandwidth and cost effective solution [4].
Another application is also based on the payment system.
This application is based on the high security foundation.
This application generates the shared key for each period
and transfer the secure information between two peers [5].
Next application is design for the public health care. This
application is based on the java public key cryptography.
This application stored all the medical data of each person
and secure message transfer from one mobile phone to
another [6]
III. OVERVIEW OF SMS SECURITY ALGORITHM
A. Data Encryption Standard Algorithm(DES)
Data Encryption Standard (DES) is most widely used
encryption technique which is developed in 1997. It is the
most important encryption scheme used to encrypt and
decrypt the data.DES algorithm does not provide the
strong security, because the many attacks is bombarded on
the DES. The Data Encryption Standard consists of the
larger key than the other algorithm and the data are
encrypted in block [7].
The Data encryption standard provides an authentication
courtesy to all the users. In DES algorithm consist of the
keys to provide integrity and the authentication. The DES
algorithm involves the personal identity verification code
to verify the identity of the users. Author implemented an
application which is used to secure the data which are
transfer from the one user to another user [8].
Author develops an application to delegates the encrypted
form of payment from one mobile to another mobile using
the symmetric and asymmetric key cryptography. In the
symmetric cryptography use the same key on sending and
receiving end and in the asymmetric key cryptography use
the different key on both ends [9].
The Data encryption standard consists of one more type
i.e. Triple DES.The 3DES is the session key which is used
for the encryption. The 3DES session key is used to
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encrypt the data when SMS is transfer between customer A secure extensible and efficient SMS application is
obile and the bank mobile. Many attacks are bombarded develop using the RSA algorithm. Using this application
on the triple DES [10].
two users can transfer the encrypted message to each
other. All the procedure takes some time to exchange the
B. Advanced Encryption Standard Algorithm(AES)
message between two users. We can achieve the better
Advanced Encryption Standard is based on the symmetric performance by adding some random delay to the
encryption technique. Advanced Encryption Standard algorithm [18].
provides a better security than the triple DES and the
strength of the security is much better than the other. The D .Elliptic Curve Cryptography
key size of the AES is small as compared to the other Elliptic curve cryptography is one of the most important
scheme.AES consist of the byte substitution and the shift cryptography and is more secure than the other
rows and these form the round transformation. Many cryptography. Elliptic curve cryptography consists of the
attacks are bombarded on the algorithm and they can break mathematical bore. Elliptic curve cryptography consists of
the algorithm [11].
various operations. One of the most important operations
Author develops an SMS security application to provide is the addition operation .In the elliptic curve cryptography
the authentication and the integrity to the content of multiple addition is the identical part of cryptography. The
message. Advanced Encryption Standard consists of the key size in Elliptic curve cryptography is 256 bits.
HMAC which is used to provide an authentication to the Elliptic key cryptography contains the various techniques,
mobile users. In this application SMS is send from one the most important and high speed technique is the pollard
mobile to another mobile with high speed and the rho technique. The elliptic curve cryptography contains
efficiency is also very high. The new protocol is used in the smaller key as compared to the other cryptography and
this application [12].
this is the advantages of the Elliptic Curve Cryptography
Using Advanced Encryption Standard algorithm an author Author has proposed an evaluation technique on the basis
develop an application to secure the data between two of the encryption and decryption. In this system author
communicating users. The AES algorithm consists of the explain a whole encryption technique. Firstly the message
Diffie Hellman algorithm. In this application an author is in the plaintext form and this message is encrypted
used the Diffie Hellman algorithm to exchange the key using any key and then send the message and lastly the
between two users. Diffie Hellman algorithm is the most receiver decrypt the message using any key. Either the key
effective algorithm than the other algorithm [13].
is symmetric key or asymmetric key [19].
C. Rivest Shamir Adleman Algorithm (RSA)
Rivest Shamir Adleman Algorithm is one of the most
challenging algorithm. This algorithm is develop by the
Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Len Adleman IN 1997.The
RSA algorithm is one of the most widely used algorithm
and the implementation of this algorithm is very simple as
compared to the another algorithm. It consists of the
encryption and decryption to encrypt and decrypt the data.
The key size of the RSA algorithm is larger than the
Elliptic Curve Cryptography. The RSA algorithm consists
of the prime number and the product of the prime number
forms the encryption key. This encryption is used to
secure the data in the system [14].
In RSA algorithm consist of many operations. One of the
most important operations is the modular exponentiation.
By using this operation we can encrypt and decrypt the
message. Many attacks are bombarded on the RSA
algorithm and these attacks are hold successful against the
RSA algorithm. The RSA algorithm having the block
cipher scheme [15].
RSA algorithm is used to encrypt and decrypt the data on
both side i.e. sending and receiving ends. In this
Algorithm plaintext is encrypted in the block.RSA
algorithm consist an integer and the binary values. This
integer and binary value is explained in [16].
In the RSA algorithm message is encrypted using the
asymmetric encryption cipher. Author develop an
application using asymmetric encryption cipher.RSA
algorithm consist of the large exponent and the efficiency
is also large [17].
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IV. SMS SECURITY THREATS
Message Disclosure: In the SMS service message is
transmitted as an unencrypted text. Message could be
intercepted during transmission.SMS is first stored as an
unencrypted text in the SMSC and then delivered to the
destination receiver. This message could be viewed by the
users in the SMSC.AES encryption approach secure the
transmitted SMS from Message Disclosure attack.
Replay Attack: The attacker can misuse the already
transmitted message between the user and network. The
exclusive timestamp values can secure the message from
the Replay Attack.
Man-in-the-middle Attack: When the user does not
authenticate network then the attacker can use a different
BTS with the same mobile network Id and then man-inthe-middle attack is perform. This attack can be prevented
by the AES algorithm.
Denial of Service: Denial of Service attack is performing
when sending repeatedly messages to the destination
mobile phone.
SMS Viruses: There have been no reports of viruses with
message when the message is transfer from one mobile
device to another but mobile devices are getting more
powerful and programmable. The SMS viruses being
spread through the message [20].
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